AMA launches UAS4STEM program

AMA has launched a new program to encourage teamwork, competition, and success through a science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM)-based education platform. The new UAS4STEM program will provide student teams of four to eight people with training, insurance, licensing, and equipment to compete in search-and-rescue challenges. Kits for the program will be available in the fall of 2015.

US F3A team wins gold

Congratulations to the 2015 F3A US team for taking the gold at the Radio Control Aerobatics World Championship in Dübendorf, Switzerland. Junior team member Joseph Szczur also finished with an individual gold medal.

LiPos and TSA

Want to take your aircraft and LiPos with you when you travel on a commercial airliner? Watch a video as we walk you through all of the Transportation Security Administration’s (TSA) security procedures so you can pack and travel safely through airport security. Learn proper packing procedures, safety tips, and understand security protocol. Then read the entire article in the August 2015 issue of Model Aviation.

Refinish a foam warbird

In this series, The RC Geek refinishes an FMS P-51 and transforms it into Ken Wagner's Lady Alice. In this first video, he provides a no-nonsense assembly review of the airframe and shows how to then strip the paint so he can start filling panel lines and imperfections.

National Model Aviation Day a success

Thank you to each of the 225 clubs that registered and participated in our National Model Aviation Day celebration. If your club raised money for Wounded Warrior Project, we ask that you make all checks out to that charity and send the money to the AMA Foundation, 5161 E. Memorial Drive, Muncie IN 47302. We will continue to update you on the total contribution, and will be sharing individual event stories on www.nationalmodelaviationday.org and our event Facebook page.

International Aeromodeling Center - Aerial Tour

Join us as we take to the skies for a look at the International Aeromodeling Center at AMA Headquarters in Muncie, IN.
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